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ABSTRACT: A recurrently occurring problem in combinatorics is the need
to completely characterize a finite set of finite objects implicitly defined by a
set of constraints. For example, one could ask for a list of all possible ways to
schedule a football tournament for twelve teams: every team is to play against
every other team during an eleven-round tournament, such that every team
plays exactly one game in every round. Such a characterization is called a
classification for the objects of interest. Classification is typically conducted
up to a notion of structural equivalence (isomorphism) between the objects.
For example, one can view two tournament schedules as having the same
structure if one can be obtained from the other by renaming the teams and
reordering the rounds.
This thesis examines algorithms for classification of combinatorial objects
up to isomorphism. The thesis consists of five articles—each devoted to a spe-
cific family of objects—together with a summary surveying related research
and emphasizing the underlying common concepts and techniques, such
as backtrack search, isomorphism (viewed through group actions), symme-
try, isomorph rejection, and computing isomorphism. From an algorithmic
viewpoint the focus of the thesis is practical, with interest on algorithms that
perform well in practice and yield new classification results; theoretical prop-
erties such as the asymptotic resource usage of the algorithms are not consid-
ered.
The main result of this thesis is a classification of the Steiner triple systems
of order 19. The other results obtained include the nonexistence of a resolv-
able 2-(15, 5, 4) design, a classification of the one-factorizations of k-regular
graphs of order 12 for k ≤ 6 and k = 10, 11, a classification of the near-
resolutions of 2-(13, 4, 3) designs together with the associated thirteen-player
whist tournaments, and a classification of the Steiner triple systems of order
21 with a nontrivial automorphism group.
KEYWORDS: classification algorithm, isomorphism, isomorph rejection,
near-resolvable design, one-factorization, orderly algorithm, regular graph,
resolvable design, Steiner triple system
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1 INTRODUCTION
Combinatorics [24, 151] is commonly defined as the branch of mathemat-
ics studying finite arrangements of certain basic objects—such as elements
or subsets of a given finite set—where an arrangement is required to meet
certain constraints. This is obviously a rather imprecise definition, but it ac-
curately reflects the variety in the types of objects studied. For the skeptical, a
browse through theHandbook of Combinatorics [77] or theCRCHandbook
of Combinatorial Designs [34] provides ample evidence of this variety.
Depending on the difficulty of satisfying the given constraints, combi-
natorial objects range from elementary objects—such as permutations and
partitions—to objects with more elaborate structure such as graphs with var-
ious regularity properties [12, 18, 71], designs [8, 34], and codes [30, 157,
201].
For elementary objects, the main interest is typically to enumerate the
objects; this is the goal of enumerative combinatorics [227]. Also of interest
is to sample the objects uniformly at random [97] and to develop ranking and
unranking functions for the objects relative to some prescribed order relation
[127].
For objects with more elaborate structure, the primary problem is that of
existence; that is, determining whether the constraints can be satisfied, and
if so, providing explicit constructions for objects meeting the constraints. A
more ambitious goal is to completely characterize all the objects specified
by the constraints. Typically such a characterization assumes the form of a
classification that partitions the objects into a collection of classes such that:
the structure of the objects in each class is evident; for exam-
ple, an explicit construction is provided for one object from each
class; and
(1.1)
the objects within a class are identical in structure—or isomor-
phic—with respect to the properties under study; for example, it
is common to view two objects as isomorphic if one can be ob-
tained from the other by appropriately renaming and/or reorder-
ing the basic objects that make up an object.
(1.2)
For the purpose of this introduction, combinatorial objects and combina-
torial classification are perhaps best briefly illustrated by the following practi-
cal example. Indeed, many combinatorial objects arise as solutions to every-
day problems.
Eight football teams are to play a tournament where every team
plays once against every other team. The task is to produce a
tournament schedule consisting of (seven) rounds, such that ev-
ery team plays one game in each round.
To characterize all such tournament schedules, it is convenient to view any
two tournament schedules as identical in structure (isomorphic) if one can be
obtained from the other by renaming the teams and reordering the rounds.
Relative to this notion of isomorphism, the possible tournament schedules
are partitioned into six isomorphism classes. Representatives from the classes
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Figure 1.1: The six possible tournament schedules for eight teams
are depicted in Fig. 1.1, where the vertices represent the teams and the
edges represent the games; each row gives one tournament schedule of seven
rounds.
The tournament schedules in Fig. 1.1 immediately provoke a number of
questions. Namely, it is straightforward to check that each tournament sched-
ule meets the constraints, but how can we be certain that the classification is
complete; that is, that it contains all possible isomorphism classes? Further-
more, even if the classification is complete, are the six tournament schedules
really pairwise nonisomorphic? There are lots of possibilities to rename the
teams and to reorder the rounds, so this is surely not obvious. How was the
classification obtained in the first place?
Combinatorial classification is laborious. Except in rare cases where non-
existence or uniqueness up to isomorphism can be established by a clever ar-
gument, there appears to be no other way to obtain a classification of combi-
natorial objects with nontrivial structure than to systematically try out all the
possibilities of meeting the constraints. Thus, combinatorial classification is
fundamentally connected with algorithms and computation. Unlike a tra-
ditional mathematical proof, which can—at least in principle—be checked
without much effort by an expert, a classification usually requires significant
computational effort to produce and to verify.
This thesis examines algorithms for classification of combinatorial objects
up to isomorphism, or classification algorithms. Motivation for research into
classification algorithms is twofold.
First, the classification results obtained are in themselves of mathemati-
cal interest. A classification can be used to test conjectures and to gain fur-
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ther insight into the structure of the objects being studied. For example, the
classification of the Steiner triple systems of order 19 [P2]—the main result
of this thesis—resulted in the discovery of nonisomorphic Steiner triple sys-
tems with equivalent point codes [105]. In addition, the objects often have
direct practical applications (see for example [36, 39])—such as in schedul-
ing a tournament. Classification techniques and exhaustive search can also
sometimes be used to settle the nonexistence of an object when a traditional
nonexistence proof is lacking. Perhaps the most notable such result to date is
the nonexistence of a projective plane of order 10 [135].
Second, from a computer science point of view, the relevance of research
into classification algorithms lies in the design of exhaustive search algo-
rithms for hard combinatorial problems involving symmetry. Typically con-
structing the objects to be classified involves finding all solutions to an in-
stance of a hard combinatorial problem, such as the maximum clique prob-
lem or the exact cover problem. In addition, techniques for computing iso-
morphism are required to eliminate symmetry from the search space and to
remove isomorphic objects from the output of the algorithm.
The viewpoint adopted in this thesis is practical, as opposed to theoret-
ical in the sense of complexity theory [66, 92, 196]. The present focus is
on developing classification algorithms with good enough practical perfor-
mance to yield new classification results for objects of combinatorial interest,
whereas theoretical properties such as asymptotic resource usage of the algo-
rithms in relation to the size of the objects being classified (cf. [99]) are not
investigated. Theoretical investigations in this direction can be found in [72]
and the references therein. A closely related theoretical line of study is that
of counting, approximate counting, and random sampling of combinatorial
objects [73, 97].
In practice, the available finite computing resources place an upper bound
on what can be achieved with algorithmic tools. There are two main obsta-
cles in this respect.
An intrinsic obstacle is the often occurring explosive growth in the num-
ber of nonisomorphic objects as a function of the object size—if there are
more nonisomorphic objects than the total number of instructions all the pro-
cessors allocated for the study can together execute in a hundred years, then a
classification is hardly practical. Returning to the example, the classification
for tournament schedules for eight teams (or equivalently, one-factorizations
[236] of the complete graph K8) was obtained in the days of hand calcula-
tion [52] (as cited in [54]); a full exposition appears in [237]. For ten teams
(396 nonisomorphic schedules [67]) and twelve teams (526915620 noniso-
morphic schedules [54]), the use of a computer is required for a complete
classification. For fourteen teams and beyond, a complete classification ap-
pears to be already out of reach for contemporary computers. In [54] the
number of distinct one-factorizations ofK14 is estimated to be approximately
9.876 · 1028, which gives the estimate 1.133 · 1018 for the number of iso-
morphism classes, assuming that most one-factorizations have a trivial au-
tomorphism group; asymptotic lower and upper bounds for the number of
isomorphism classes appear in [23, Theorem 4.2] and [236].
Another obstacle to classification occurs essentially due to lack of under-
standing of the structure of the objects, which forces one to search for the
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objects of interest within an often considerably larger class of objects. For
example, the properties required from a tournament schedule do not directly
suggest how to proceed at generating all possible schedules. An obvious pos-
sibility is to proceed by augmenting a partial schedule one round of games at
a time; unfortunately, with such an approach it can—and does—occur that
a partial schedule cannot be extended to a full schedule (cf. [31]). A fur-
ther case in point occurs when the goal is to establish the nonexistence of an
object by “considering all possible ways” to construct it, whereby inevitably
some searching must be done.
In essence, this thesis is about how to proceed at classification without
doing too much searching and redundant computation, so that occasionally
a practical algorithm and thereby a classification result is obtained.
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2 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS
This thesis consists of five articles and this five-chapter summary. Together
with the summary, the following five articles constitute this thesis.
[P1] P. Kaski and P. R. J. Östergård, There exists no (15,5,4) RBIBD, Journal
of Combinatorial Designs 9 (2001) 357–362.
[P2] P. Kaski and P. R. J. Östergård, The Steiner triple systems of order 19,
Mathematics of Computation 73 (2004) 2075–2092.
[P3] P. Kaski and P. R. J. Östergård, One-factorizations of regular graphs of
order 12, Electronic Journal of Combinatorics 12(1) (2005) #R2, 25pp.
[P4] H. Haanpää and P. Kaski, The near resolvable 2-(13, 4, 3) designs and
thirteen-player whist tournaments, Designs, Codes and Cryptography
35 (2005) 271–285.
[P5] P. Kaski, Isomorph-free exhaustive generation of designs with pre-
scribed groups of automorphisms, SIAM Journal on Discrete Mathe-
matics, to appear.
The present chapter contains a brief description of the contents of this the-
sis and the role of the author in articles with more than one author. Chapter
3 surveys general techniques employed in classification algorithms. Chapter
4 reviews classification techniques employed in the classification of designs
and codes. Chapter 5 presents some conclusions and topics for future work.
2.1 SUMMARY OF THE ARTICLES IN THE THESIS
The contents of the articles in this thesis are summarized briefly in what
follows. In Chapters 3 and 4 each of the articles is placed in context with
respect to related research.
[P1]: An orderly algorithm [61, 205] relying on a correspondence between
resolutions of 2-designs and certain error-correcting codes [219] is used
to establish the nonexistence of a resolvable 2-(15, 5, 4) design; or,
equivalently, the nonexistence of a (14, 15, 10)3 error-correcting code.
[P2]: The Steiner triple systems of order 19 are classified up to isomorphism
by employing a combination of an algorithm for the exact cover prob-
lem [116] and generation by canonical augmentation [170].
[P3]: Three techniques for classifying one-factorizations of regular graphs
are developed. The first two techniques are based on viewing a one-
factorization of a k-regular graph of order 2n as an equireplicate (k, 2n,
k − 1)n code. The first technique uses an orderly algorithm analo-
gous to the one in [P1] to construct the codes. The second technique
relies on coordinate-by-coordinate construction; isomorph rejection is
achieved by a combination of generation by canonical augmentation
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and orderly generation. The third algorithm is based on viewing a
one-factorization of the complete graph K2n as a certain triple sys-
tem on 4n − 1 points, and then employing techniques analogous to
those used in [P2] to arrive at a classification algorithm. The developed
techniques are then used to classify the one-factorizations of k-regular
graphs of order 12 for k ≤ 6 and k = 10, 11. For k = 11, the results
obtained corroborate the results in [54].
[P4]: A correspondence between near resolutions of 2-designs and certain
types of codes is introduced. An orderly algorithm utilizing this cor-
respondence is then developed to classify up to isomorphism the near
resolutions of 2-(13, 4, 3) designs. Based on the classification of near
resolutions, the thirteen-player whist tournaments are classified. As
a consequence of the classification, the nonexistence of a triplewhist
tournament for thirteen players is established.
[P5]: The classification of designs with prescribed groups of automorphisms
is studied in the case where a prescribed group H has a large index in
its normalizer NG(H), where G is the isomorphism-inducing group.
A technique based on generation by canonical augmentation analo-
gous to the seed-based approach in [P2, P3] is developed for coping
with normalizer-induced symmetry in the search space and for per-
forming isomorph rejection without the need to keep a record of the
isomorphism class representatives encountered. As an application, a
classification of the Steiner triple systems of order 21 with a nontrivial
automorphism group is produced.
2.2 CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE AUTHOR
This section summarizes the contributions of the author to the articles con-
stituting this thesis.
The author of this thesis is the sole author of [P5], and has significantly
contributed to writing the articles [P1, P2, P3, P4].
In [P1, P2, P3] the algorithm designs are joint work of the author of this
thesis and the coauthor. The author of this thesis is responsible for imple-
menting the algorithms and carrying out the searches.
In [P4] the algorithm used to classify the near resolutions of 2-(13, 4, 3)
designs and its implementation are due to the author of this thesis. The
algorithms used to produce the classification of thirteen-player whist tourna-
ments from the near resolutions and the subsequent analysis of the classified
tournaments are due to the coauthor.
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3 CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS
This chapter reviews the general techniques and mathematical concepts used
in the design of classification algorithms; the motivation is to provide a com-
mon framework for the algorithms in [P1, P2, P3, P4, P5]. Except for the
somewhat modified treatment of generation by canonical augmentation [170]
in Sect. 3.4.3, none of the material in the present chapter is new. The mate-
rial has been either compiled from the cited references, or can be considered
“folklore”.
3.1 CLASSIFICATION PROBLEMS
In an abstract setting, combinatorial classification is concerned with an im-
plicitly given finite set Γ equipped with an equivalence relation ∼= called
isomorphism. The classification problem associated with (Γ,∼=) is to out-
put exactly one element from every equivalence class defined by ∼= on Γ, or
conclude that Γ is empty. Here it is assumed that all elements of Γ admit
a natural finite representation; for example, as finite binary strings. A clas-
sification algorithm for (Γ,∼=) is an algorithm that solves the classification
problem for (Γ,∼=) and then halts. Alternatively to classification, one often
speaks of isomorph-free exhaustive generation.
From a practical viewpoint, classification problems exhibit varying char-
acteristics depending on the required structure of the objects and the isomor-
phism relation; cf. [16, 170]. In terms of structure, classification problems
range roughly between two extreme types. On one hand, there exist objects
with a recursive structure that enables exhaustive generation of the objects.
For example, a permutation of 1, 2, . . . , n (viewed as a list) reduces to a per-
mutation of 1, 2, . . . , n−1 if we delete n from the list. Reversing this process,
we obtain a method for listing permutations. Similarly, a tree on n vertices
reduces to a tree on n−1 vertices if we delete a leaf node. With such “elemen-
tary” objects, it is customary to use the term listing instead of classification.
Listing algorithms have been extensively studied; see [127, 212, 241]. On the
other hand, there exist objects for which a recursive structure characterizing
all the objects is lacking, or is not known. In the extreme, not a single object
is known. For example, it is currently an open problem whether a 2-(22, 8, 4)
design exists [7, 83, 174, 192, 207]. In between these extremes there exist
many intermediate cases. For example, it may be the case that numerous
recursive and/or direct constructions for the objects are known, but these do
not characterize all the objects. Steiner triple systems are an example of such
objects; a comprehensive reference is [40]. Similarly, it may be possible to
enumerate the distinct objects with reasonable effort (cf. [6, 54, 175]), but
producing a classification up to isomorphism—or even enumerating the iso-
morphism classes (cf. [171])—appears to be much more difficult.
Another rough division into types can be made on basis of the isomor-
phism relation, which ranges from trivial (no two distinct objects are isomor-
phic) to computationally demanding. A canonical example of a computa-
tionally demanding isomorphism relation is graph isomorphism, for which
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currently no polynomial-time algorithm is known despite extensive effort;
cf. Sect. 3.3.3.
With respect to this rough division into types, the classification problems
studied in this thesis can be considered as lacking a recursive structure and
having a computationally demanding isomorphism relation.
For the purpose of illustrating the techniques surveyed, the following tiny
example (cf. [133]) will be considered throughout this chapter.
Example 1 The task is to classify up to isomorphism all 4× 4 matrices with
entries from {0, 1} such that every row and every column contains exactly
two 1s. Two matrices are regarded as isomorphic if one can be obtained from
the other by an independent permutation of the rows and the columns.
3.2 EXHAUSTIVE GENERATION
A classification algorithm consists of two principal ingredients. One is a
method for generating the objects of interest so that at least one object is gen-
erated from every isomorphism class; another is an accompanying method for
removing isomorphic objects from consideration so as to achieve isomorph-
free generation.
From the point of view of algorithm design, the main difficulty is usually
in coming up with a computationally feasible way to generate the objects
of interest. Once there is a way to generate at least one object from every
isomorphism class, then it is often relatively straightforward—at least with the
help of appropriate isomorphism invariants—to filter out isomorphic objects
so that isomorph-free generation is achieved; cf. [16].
A practical exhaustive generation strategy in most cases requires at least
some insight specific to the objects of interest in identifying a sequence of in-
termediate objects (typically, subobjects of some kind) along which exhaus-
tive generation may be carried out. Obviously, in this respect classification
algorithms are more or less specific to the objects of interest, and relatively
few general techniques can be found. Techniques specific to the types of
objects studied in articles [P1, P2, P3, P4, P5] are surveyed in Chapter 4.
To provide a general discussion, we require a formal model for studying
exhaustive generation and search. Such a model is provided by backtrack
search (Sect. 3.2.1) and search trees (Sect. 3.2.2). Once this model is avail-
able, we proceed to discuss isomorphism (Sect. 3.3) and techniques for iso-
morph rejection (Sect. 3.4) in a general setting.
3.2.1 Backtrack Search
Backtrack search or backtracking [76, 235] is an algorithmic principle that
corresponds to the intuitive “step by step, try out all the possibilities”-approach
to solving a finite problem. Textbooks that discuss backtrack search include
[127, 204, 208].
A partial solution in a backtrack search is an ordered tuple (a1, a2, . . . , a`),
where the ai are elements of a finite set U . It is assumed that every possible
solution to the problem at hand can be represented by such a finite tuple. A
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partial solution that constitutes a solution to the problem at hand is called a
feasible solution.
Backtrack search operates by recursively extending a partial solution one
element at a time as dictated by the constraints of the problem at hand. More
formally, given a partial solution (a1, a2, . . . , a`) as input, a backtrack search
procedure computes a choice set A`+1 ⊆ U , and recursively invokes itself
with each possible input (a1, a2, . . . , a`, a`+1), where a`+1 ∈ A`+1. After
all choices have been considered, the procedure returns control—or back-
tracks—to the invoking procedure. The initial invocation is made with the
empty tuple “()”, and feasible solutions are processed as they are discovered.
To generate all feasible solutions, it is required that the choice sets satisfy
the following completeness property: if (a1, a2, . . . , an) is a feasible solution,
then a`+1 must belong to the choice set A`+1 associated with (a1, a2, . . . , a`)
for all 0 ≤ ` ≤ n− 1. A pseudocode description of backtrack search is given
as Algorithm 1.
procedure BTRK(`: integer, (a1, a2, . . . , a`): partial solution)
1: if (a1, a2, . . . , a`) is a feasible solution then
2: process (a1, a2, . . . , a`)
3: end if
4: computeA`+1 based on (a1, a2, . . . , a`) and the constraints imposed by
the problem at hand
5: for all a`+1 ∈ A`+1 do
6: BTRK(` + 1, (a1, a2, . . . , a`+1))
7: end for
end procedure
procedure BACKTRACK
8: BTRK(0, ())
end procedure
Algorithm 1: Backtrack search
Example 2 One possible backtrack solution to the running example is to
construct the 4 × 4 matrices row by row so that U consists of all possible
rows with two 1s; that is, U = {1100, 1010, 1001, 0110, 0101, 0011}. Given
a partial solution with ` rows, the choice set A`+1 consists of those rows in
U whose addition does not violate the constraint that every column must
contain at most two 1s. A partial solution is feasible if it has four rows.
Backtrack search is obviously a general principle rather than a complete
solution to a problem requiring exhaustive search. The practicality of a back-
track algorithm is determined by the algorithm design choices made when
transforming the abstract problem into the backtrack search framework.
In general, it is advisable to look at the constraints required from the feasi-
ble solutions, and attempt to relax these only as little as possible for purposes
of generation. Furthermore, any structural properties implied by the con-
straints should be employed in restricting the partial solutions that need to
be traversed. Often this requires mathematical insight into the objects be-
ing classified as well as experience and experimentation as to what properties
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can be efficiently exploited from a computational viewpoint. Further de-
sign principles for fast backtracking algorithms together with examples can
be found in [172, 208]. Techniques for estimating the resource requirements
of backtrack algorithms appear in [114, 170, 203, 204].
Existing backtrack algorithms for well-known combinatorial optimization
problems can often be employed in solving an exhaustive generation prob-
lem or a related subproblem. Recurrently encountered optimization prob-
lems in this respect include the maximum clique problem [27, 191] (see also
[15, 98, 186]), the exact cover problem [116, 127], graph coloring [98, 127,
197] (see also [96]), and the problem of solving a system of Diophantine lin-
ear equations with lower and upper bounds on the variables [1, 121, 126, 127,
155, 215, 238, 239] (see also [216, 243]). Depending on the extent of sym-
metry in the problem instance being solved, such an algorithm may require
isomorph rejection on partial solutions to eliminate redundant computation;
cf. Sects. 3.3 and 3.4.
3.2.2 Search Trees
In studying a search strategy, it is convenient to work with a static object cap-
turing the essential structure of the search. Search trees (alternatively, state
space trees [127]) constitute such a device. In essence, a search tree contains
all the objects encountered in a search, with edges connecting objects related
by a single search step.
Example 3 Figure 3.1 shows a search tree for the row-by-row backtrack search
strategy in Example 2. Parts of the search tree have been truncated due to
space limitations; the truncated subtrees are marked with three dots “. . .”.
1100
1010
0110
1100
1010
0101
1100
1010
0011
1100
1010
0011
0101
1100
1100
1100
1010
1100
1001
1100
0110
1100
0101
1100
0011
1100
0101
1010
1100
0101
1001
1100
0101
0011
1100
1010
0101
0011
1100
1100
0011
1100
1100
0011
0011
1100
0101
1010
0011
1100
0101
0011
1010
1100 1010 1001 0110 0101 0011
()
. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
. . .. . .. . .
Figure 3.1: A search tree (truncated in part)
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We follow [53] in graph-theoretic definitions and notation. Formally, a
search tree is a rooted tree T , where the nodes (vertices) in the tree T are
objects occurring in the search. We write V (T ) for the set of all nodes in
T , and r(T ) for the root node of T . For a nonroot node X ∈ V (T ), the
parent p(X ) is the node immediately following X on the path from X to the
root r(T ). Conversely, a nonroot node Y ∈ V (T ) is a child of a node X
if p(Y) = X . We write C(X ) for the set of all children of X . Two nodes
Y ,Z ∈ V (T ) are siblings if p(Y) = p(Z). A node is a leaf if it has no
children. The level of a node X in T is the length of the path connecting
X to the root r(T ). For nodes X ,Y ∈ V (T ), X is an ancestor (respectively,
descendant) of Y if X (Y) occurs on the path from Y (X ) to the root r(T ).
For a node X ∈ V (T ), the subtree of T rooted at X is the rooted tree with
root X induced by all the descendants of X in T .
In the context of classification algorithms, we adopt the convention that
a search tree contains two types of objects: objects of interest (objects to be
classified) and intermediate objects.
For purposes of description and analysis it is often convenient to work with
a tree that is larger than the tree actually traversed by the search algorithm.
For example, the algorithm can disregard (prune) a subtree rooted at a node
because a bounding function evaluated at the node indicates that the subtree
contains no objects of interest. Alternatively, an isomorphism computation
can indicate that a subtree rooted at a node contains only objects that are
isomorphic to objects encountered earlier, so the subtree can be pruned. In
such cases working with the unpruned tree is considerably easier and often
suffices to establish the properties required from the search algorithm. We
adopt the convention that the term “search tree” refers to a rooted tree that
contains as a subtree the tree actually traversed by the algorithm.
The execution of a search algorithm can typically be modeled by a depth-
first traversal of an associated search tree; that is, starting from the root node,
the algorithm recursively traverses the children of a node before returning
from the node. Pseudocode for a generic depth-first traversal with pruning is
given in Algorithm 2; cf. Algorithm 1. Note that we do not prescribe any or-
der in which the children of a node are traversed—unless explicitly indicated
otherwise, the structure of the algorithms is such that any order will do.
procedure D-F-TRAV(X : object)
1: if pruning condition is true at X then
2: return
3: end if
4: process X
5: for all Y ∈ C(X ) do
6: D-F-TRAV(Y)
7: end for
end procedure
procedure DEPTH-FIRST-TRAVERSE(T : search tree)
8: D-F-TRAV(r(T ))
end procedure
Algorithm 2: Depth-first traversal of a search tree
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3.3 ISOMORPHISM AND SYMMETRY
The isomorphism relations associated with essentially every family of com-
binatorial objects encountered in practice—including all types of objects in
this thesis—can be captured in a general setting either using category the-
ory [156] or, what can be seen as a special case of the former, group actions
[75, 107, 108, 139]. Of these two, category theory is perhaps more suitable for
the mathematical study of transformations between different families of com-
binatorial objects via categories (groupoids), functors, and reconstructibility
(cf. [4]), whereas group actions provide a more fixed finite framework that is
more applicable for algorithms and computation (cf. [21, 130, 133, 140, 168,
170]).
Here we will base the exposition on group actions.
3.3.1 Group Actions and Isomorphism
Let G be a finite group and let Ω be a finite nonempty set. A group action of
G on Ω is a group homomorphism γ : G → Sym(Ω), where Sym(Ω) is the
symmetric group on Ω. For brevity, we write Sn for Sym(Ω) when |Ω| = n
and Ω is clear from the context. For g ∈ G and X ∈ Ω, we write simply gX
for the image ofX under γg ∈ Sym(Ω) if the action γ is arbitrary or otherwise
clear from the context. As is apparent from the notation, we assume that a
group acts from the left; that is, (g1g2)X = g1(g2X ) for all g1, g2 ∈ G and
X ∈ Ω. Accordingly, permutations compose from right to left; for example,
(1 2)(2 3) = (1 2 3) in cycle notation. A general introduction to group theory
can be found in [209]. Permutation groups and group actions are discussed
in [25, 55, 107, 139, 240].
For X ,Y ∈ Ω, we write X ∼=G Y to indicate the existence of a g ∈ G
such that gX = Y . In this case we say that X and Y are isomorphic and
that g is an isomorphism of X onto Y . Equivalently, X ∼=G Y if and only
if X and Y are in the same orbit of G on Ω, where the orbit of an object X
under the action of G is the set GX = {gX : g ∈ G}. An automorphism of
X is an isomorphism of X onto itself. The automorphism group Aut(X ) is
the subgroup of G consisting of all the automorphisms of X . Equivalently,
Aut(X ) is the stabilizer StabG(X ) = {g ∈ G : gX = X} of X in G.
An (isomorphism) invariant is a function I of Ω such that I(X ) = I(Y)
whenever X ∼=G Y .
Let (Γ,∼=) be the classification problem studied. We say that (Γ,∼=) is
represented by the action of G on Ω if Γ ⊆ Ω and the equivalence relations
“∼=” and “∼=G” coincide on Γ; that is, for all X ,Y ∈ Γ it holds that X ∼= Y if
and only if X ∼=G Y . In what follows we assume that the classification prob-
lem studied can be represented by a group action. Accordingly, we drop the
subscript G from “∼=G” for notational convenience, whereby it is understood
that in what follows “∼=” always refers to the equivalence relation induced
by the action of G on Ω. We allow the domain Ω to be strictly larger than Γ
for the purpose of accommodating the intermediate objects occurring during
generation.
Example 4 Let Γ be the set of all 4 × 4 matrices with entries from {0, 1}
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and row and column sums equal to two. Index the rows and columns of the
matrices in Γ by {1, 2, 3, 4} and {1′, 2′, 3′, 4′}, respectively. Then, the clas-
sification problem in Example 1 is represented by the action of the direct
product G = Sym({1, 2, 3, 4}) × Sym({1′, 2′, 3′, 4′}) on Γ by row and col-
umn permutation. Formally, for X ∈ Γ and (g, g′) ∈ G, the matrix (g, g′)X
is defined by the following rule: for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and j′ ∈ {1′, 2′, 3′, 4′},
the entry at row i, column j′ of the matrix X becomes the entry at row g(i),
column g′(j′) in the matrix (g, g′)X.
3.3.2 Types of Isomorphism Problems
Isomorphism problems have been extensively studied both in the context of
specific types of objects and actions—a canonical example being the graph
isomorphism problem [4, 74, 88, 117, 206]—and in a more general context
with arbitrary permutation groups [21, 145, 146, 147, 154] and even arbitrary
equivalence relations [13].
From the viewpoint of classification and group actions, an “isomorphism
problem” is usually one of the following four types of problems associated
with a finite permutation group G acting on a finite set Ω of combinatorial
objects; cf. [21, 130, 145, 146, 147].
the isomorphism problem Given X ,Y ∈ Ω, decide whether X ∼= Y .
automorphism group (generators) Given X ∈ Ω, compute a set of genera-
tors for Aut(X ).
canonical representative Given X ∈ Ω, compute an object ρ(X ) ∈ Ω such
that ρ(X ) ∼= X and for all X ,Y ∈ Ω it holds that X ∼= Y implies
ρ(X ) = ρ(Y). The object ρ(X ) is the canonical representative of its
orbit and the canonical form (alternatively, normal form) of X . The
map X 7→ ρ(X ) is a canonical representative map. A variant of the
canonical representative problem is the problem of testing canonicity;
that is, for a given X ∈ Ω deciding whether X = ρ(X ) relative to some
canonical representative map ρ.
canonical labeling Given X ∈ Ω, compute a κ(X ) ∈ G such that for all
g ∈ G and X ∈ Ω it holds that κ(gX )gX = κ(X )X . The map
X 7→ κ(X ) is a canonical labeling map. The map X 7→ κ(X )X is the
associated canonical representative map.
In addition to these problems, it is often necessary to work with permuta-
tion groups given by a set of generators; this is usually either because permu-
tation groups are employed internally by an isomorphism algorithm or be-
cause the classification approach requires a solution to a problem involving
permutation groups; say, computing the automorphism orbits of blocks in a
design, where the automorphism group is represented as a permutation group
on the points. A recent comprehensive treatment of permutation group algo-
rithms is [220]; other recommended references include [20, 62, 63, 88, 100].
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3.3.3 Computing Isomorphism
A long-standing open problem in the theory of computing is whether the
isomorphism problem for graphs admits an algorithm that has a worst case
running time bounded from above by a polynomial in the size of the in-
put graphs; surveys and key results can be found in [3, 4, 5, 74, 88, 117,
153, 154]. For many central families of combinatorial objects—including
2-designs [42], unrestricted codes, and linear codes (given by a generator
matrix) [199]—the isomorphism problem is at least as difficult as the graph
isomorphism problem in the sense that a polynomial-time algorithm exists
only if there exists a polynomial-time algorithm for the graph isomorphism
problem. Thus, in the absence of a polynomial-time algorithm for graph
isomorphism, the asymptotic worst case performance of general-purpose iso-
morphism algorithms remains inherently bad.
Fortunately, backtrack algorithms based on refinement of ordered parti-
tions via invariants exhibit good practical performance on many instances.
The software package nauty [169] is probably the fastest software implemen-
tation for practical isomorphism computations on graphs; a closely related
implementation is the package Groups & Graphs [118]. The algorithm used
by nauty is described in detail in [168]; a good exposition is given also in
[181]. Similar algorithms are discussed in [119] and [127, Ch. 7]; the main
differences between these algorithms are in how node invariants (indicator
functions [168]) and discovered automorphisms are used to prune the search
tree induced by individualization and refinement. All of the algorithms ac-
cept as input a vertex-colored graph ; that is, a graph with an accompanying
ordered partition of the vertices into “color classes”. The algorithms out-
put a canonical labeling and automorphism group generators for the vertex-
colored graph, where the acting group is the symmetric group on the vertices.
Although in practice these algorithms perform quite well, instances requiring
exponential time in the size of the input graph are known [22, 181].
There are two standard approaches for computing isomorphism on ob-
jects other than graphs: either transform the object into a graph and use an
algorithm for graphs, or use an algorithm specifically tailored for the objects
(cf. [21]).
Most types of combinatorial objects can be transformed into a graph for
purposes of computing isomorphism [86, 180]. Formally, the isomorphism-
respecting properties of such transformations into graphs can be analyzed in
the setting of (strongly) reconstructible functors; see [4]. The existence of
such transformations is often due to the fact that the acting group inducing
isomorphism for the objects in question can be concisely encoded as the au-
tomorphism group of a graph, after which the relevant structure in the objects
can usually be encoded in a straightforward manner by adding edges and ver-
tices. In practice, it is customary to employ vertex-colored graphs because
this results in a more compact encoding. Examples of transformations into
vertex-colored graphs can be found in [69, 167, 171, 190, 193]. Often the use
of vertex invariants (see [169]) more suited for the objects at hand than the
standard color-degree invariant is required for good practical performance.
Invariants applicable for designs are discussed in [41, 68, 69, 70].
Objects for which tailored isomorphism algorithms have been developed
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include Steiner triple systems [179] (see also [32, 38, 228]), one-factorizations
of connected graphs and complete multigraphs [32], Hadamard matrices
[143], Latin squares [19], groups given by Cayley tables (algorithm attributed
to Tarjan in [179]), and affine and projective planes [179]. Each of these al-
gorithms is based on the existence of small distinguishing sets of subobjects
(say, points of a design or rows of a Hadamard matrix), whose individualiza-
tion followed by refinement with appropriate invariants produces a unique
labeling for the object. Selecting the minimum object (over all labelings
induced by small distinguishing sets) gives a canonical representative map.
Combined with group-theoretic tools, this approach is generalized in [5] for
tournaments, 2-(v, k, λ) designs with small k, λ, and symmetric designs with
small λ. As a general technique, individualization and refinement of ordered
partitions via invariants [168] is usually straightforward to adapt to a family of
objects for which the acting group is a symmetric group or a direct product
of symmetric groups; in [173] such an adaptation for designs is reported to
produce an order of magnitude performance improvement compared with
transforming a design into a graph. See [226] for an analysis of individual-
ization and refinement on strongly regular graphs. An algorithm for linear
codes appears in [144].
Techniques for computing isomorphism in the situation where the acting
group is an arbitrary permutation group (given by a base and a strong gen-
erating set) are developed in [5, 21, 145, 146, 147]. Of these, the methods
in [21, 145] are based on “traditional” backtrack search on cosets of a point
stabilizer chain (see [20, 220]); the group generated by the automorphisms
discovered so far is used to prune the search tree. The partition method
developed in [146, 147] introduces partition refinement techniques moti-
vated by [168] to further focus the search. A brief exposition of the partition
method occurs also in [220]. The algorithm in [5] (see also [154]) applies
a divide-and-conquer strategy based on orbits and systems of imprimitivity in
the acting group and its subgroups.
3.4 TECHNIQUES FOR ISOMORPH REJECTION
Isomorph rejection [230] techniques serve two purposes in a classification
algorithm. On one hand, to achieve isomorph-free generation for the objects
of interest, isomorphic objects must be eliminated from the output of the
algorithm. On the other hand, isomorph rejection is employed to eliminate
redundant work caused by traversing regions of the search space that are
identical for purposes of generation.
Example 5 To provide an example of redundancy, consider the search tree
in Example 3. The subtrees rooted at
(3.1)
[
1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0
]
and
[
1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1
]
contain up to isomorphism the same objects of interest. Furthermore, the
subtrees are identical in the stronger sense that one can be obtained from
the other by permuting the columns of every matrix occurring in a subtree
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with (1′ 2′)(3′ 4′); cf. Example 4. Thus, it suffices to traverse only one of the
subtrees defined by (3.1).
In a general setting, we have an implicit search tree T containing at least
one object from every isomorphism class of interest. The goal is to traverse
a subtree with as few redundant nodes as can be efficiently detected and
eliminated (compared with the cost of a redundant traversal), relative to the
constraint that exactly one object from every isomorphism class of interest is
output. Other design goals for isomorph rejection include parallelizability—
that is, the ability to traverse disjoint subtrees independently of each other—
and space-efficiency in terms of objects that need to be stored in memory
during a traversal (cf. [61, 172, 170, 205]).
Redundancy is usually detected via isomorphism computations on search
tree nodes. For this purpose, we will assume that the action ofG on Ω applies
to all objects in V (T ); that is, V (T ) ⊆ Ω. Furthermore, we assume that
isomorphism is defined by the action of G on Ω. In practice, this situation is
usually not difficult to achieve in a natural way.
Example 6 Consider the group action in Example 4 and the search tree in
Example 3. Let Ω consist of all the 4×4matrices with entries from {0, 1, ?},
where G acts by permuting the rows and columns as in Example 4. A matrix
with k < 4 rows in the search tree can now be viewed as the 4 × 4 matrix
where the entries on the last 4 − k rows are equal to “?”. This extends in a
natural way the notion of isomorphism from the objects of interest onto the
entire search tree. For example, the nodes in (3.1) are isomorphic, and any
isomorphism fixing rows 3 and 4 maps the subtree rooted at one node onto
the subtree rooted at the other.
Isomorph rejection techniques now make certain assumptions about the
structure of the search tree T in relation to the action of G on Ω. If these
assumptions are satisfied, then redundant subtrees can be detected and elim-
inated via isomorphism computations. The precise form of the isomorphism
computations and what is considered redundant depend on the technique.
In general, the best isomorph rejection techniques avoid expensive isomor-
phism computations by taking advantage of the way in which the objects are
constructed, whereby expensive computations (such as canonical labeling)
are either traded for group-theoretic techniques relying on prescribed groups
of automorphisms (cf. [140, 141]) or replaced with lighter computation by
means of invariants in the majority of cases (cf. [17, 170, 171]).
The subsequent treatment roughly follows [16, 170] in the division of the
techniques into different types.
3.4.1 Recorded Objects
Among the “folklore” techniques for isomorphism rejection is the approach
of keeping a record of the isomorphism classes of objects seen so far during
traversal of the search tree. If an object is isomorphic to a recorded object,
then the subtree rooted at the object is pruned.
The underlying assumption with this isomorph rejection strategy is that
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the search tree T satisfies the following property:
(3.2) for all X ,Y ∈ V (T ) and Z ∈ C(X ) it holds that X ∼= Y implies
there exists aW ∈ C(Y) with Z ∼=W .
In essence (3.2) states that isomorphic objects have isomorphic children.
Example 7 The search tree in Example 3 satisfies (3.2).
With this assumption, isomorph-free exhaustive generation can be ob-
tained by keeping a record of the objects encountered so far. Whenever
an object X is encountered, it is tested for isomorphism against the recorded
objects. If X is isomorphic to a recorded object, the subtree rooted at X is
pruned. This approach is presented in Algorithm 3.
procedure REC-TRAV(X : object)
1: if there exists a Z ∈ R such that X ∼= Z then
2: return
3: end if
4: if X is an object of interest then
5: output X
6: end if
7: for all Y ∈ C(X ) do
8: REC-TRAV(Y)
9: end for
10: R ← R ∪ {X}
end procedure
procedure RECORD-TRAVERSE(T : search tree)
11: R ← ∅
12: REC-TRAV(r(T ))
end procedure
Algorithm 3: Isomorph rejection via recorded objects
Theorem 8 Let T be a search tree that satisfies (3.2). If Algorithm 3 is in-
voked with input T , then a unique object is output from every isomorphism
class of interest in V (T ).
In practice Algorithm 3 is often implemented using a canonical repre-
sentative map and a hash table (or some other data structure that allows fast
searching from a large collection of objects; see [44, 115]).
Example 9 Figure 3.2 shows a subtree of the search tree in Example 3 tra-
versed using isomorph rejection via recorded objects. Nodes indicated with
“×” are isomorphic to objects encountered earlier. Note that here the sub-
tree traversed depends on the order of traversal for the children of a node.
Isomorph rejection via recorded objects is sufficient for generating many
families of combinatorial objects. Indeed, because a canonical representative
map for the objects occurring in the search is often easily obtainable via
transformation into graphs and isomorphism computations on graphs, this
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Figure 3.2: A search tree with isomorph rejection
approach is fast to implement and arguably less error-prone compared with
the more advanced techniques.
There are at least three difficulties with isomorph rejection via recorded
objects. Perhaps the most fundamental difficulty is the need to store the
objects encountered. Especially when the number of nonisomorphic inter-
mediate objects is large, the available storage space can quickly run out. The
second difficulty is that the search cannot be easily parallelized because a
search process must somehow communicate with the other search processes
to find out whether an object has been already encountered. The third diffi-
culty is that computing the canonical representative of every object encoun-
tered can be very expensive compared with the use of invariants in the more
advanced techniques.
3.4.2 Generation by Canonical Representatives
Another possibility to perform isomorph rejection is to select a canonical
representative for every isomorphism class, and then generate precisely these
representatives, whereby it is required that the canonical representatives form
a rooted subtree Tc of the search tree T with r(T ) = r(Tc). This is of course
somewhat difficult to achieve for a nontrivial group action inducing isomor-
phism; in practice, the canonical representatives are extremal elements of
orbits relative to a (lexicographic) order on Ω. Thus, generation by canoni-
cal representatives is often called orderly generation (cf. [205]), although the
term is occasionally used for a larger family of algorithms (cf. [170, 210]).
Generation by canonical representatives was introduced independently by
Faradžev [61] and Read [205].
Formally, let ρ : Ω→ Ω be a canonical representative map for the action
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of G on Ω. For completeness, it is assumed that:
(3.3) the canonical representative of every isomorphism class of inter-
est occurs in the search tree.
Furthermore:
(3.4) the parent of every nonroot canonical representative occurring in
the search tree is a canonical representative.
It follows immediately from (3.3) and (3.4) that it suffices to traverse only
the canonical representatives to achieve isomorph-free exhaustive genera-
tion. This approach is formulated in Algorithm 4.
procedure CR-TRAV(X : object)
1: if X 6= ρ(X ) then
2: return
3: end if
4: if X is an object of interest then
5: output X
6: end if
7: for all Y ∈ C(X ) do
8: CR-TRAV(Y)
9: end for
end procedure
procedure CANREP-TRAVERSE(T : search tree)
10: CR-TRAV(r(T ))
end procedure
Algorithm 4: Generation by canonical representatives
The following example illustrates generation by canonical representatives
based on a lexicographic order. A general framework for group actions and
lexicographic order appears in [61]; a more axiomatic framework is given in
[205].
We first introduce an appropriate canonical representative map ρ for the
action inducing isomorphism.
Example 10 Recall the situation in Example 6. Let X be a 4 × 4 matrix
with entries from {0, 1, ?}. Associate with X the word w(X) obtained by
concatenating the rows ofX in order from first to last. For example,
X =


1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0
? ? ? ?
? ? ? ?

 , w(X) = 11001010????????.
Let the words w(X) be ordered lexicographically, where the alphabet is or-
dered by ? < 0 < 1. Define an order for the matrices by X < Y if and
only if w(X) < w(Y). With respect to this order, let ρ(X) be the maximum
matrix obtainable fromX by permuting the rows and columns.
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Example 11 With some straightforward effort it can be checked that the
search tree in Example 3 satisfies (3.3) and (3.4) with respect to the canonical
representative map defined in Example 10. Here a matrix with k < 4 rows
should be viewed as the 4× 4matrix where the entries on the last 4− k rows
are equal to “?”. To show that X is canonical only if p(X) is canonical, ob-
serve that a permutation of the rows and columns establishing noncanonicity
of p(X) also suffices to establish noncanonicity ofX due to the lexicographic
order employed.
With respect to this choice of canonical representatives, the subtree tra-
versed by Algorithm 4 is identical to the tree depicted in Fig. 3.2, where “×”
now marks nodes that are not canonical.
Algorithms based on generation by canonical representatives have the
convenient property that no isomorphism tests between different nodes of
the search tree are required. The decision whether to accept or reject a node
can be made locally, based on a canonicity test procedure that determines
whether X = ρ(X ) for the current node X . Thus, the search can be effi-
ciently parallelized because disjoint subtrees can be searched independently
of each other. Furthermore, no objects need to be stored in memory for
purposes of isomorph rejection.
A basic advantage with orderly generation is that it is often possible to
exploit the properties of order-extremal objects of interest in pruning subtrees
that cannot contain such an object.
Example 12 Let X be a 4 × 4 matrix with entries from {0, 1} and row and
column sums equal to two. Furthermore, suppose thatX is the lexicographic
maximum relative to permutation of the rows and the columns; in other
words, ρ(X) = X in Example 10. It follows from the properties of lexico-
graphic order that the matrix Xmust have the form

1 1 0 0
1 a b c
0 d e f
0 g h i

 .
Namely, a matrix not of this form can be transformed by permutation of the
rows and columns to a lexicographically greater matrix of this form. This
observation can now be applied to prune the search tree in Example 3. For
example, no descendant of the canonical matrix

1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1
? ? ? ?
? ? ? ?


is a canonical matrix of interest. Thus, the subtree can be pruned.
Further examples can be found in [51, 54, 171, 177, 178, 217, 218, 225] and
[P1, P4]. It should be noted that this type of order-based constraints on partial
solutions can to some extent be implemented through the use of invariants
in the other isomorph rejection techniques, but this is rather more tedious.
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The main drawback with generation by canonical representatives is that
testing canonicity relative to a lexicographic order is often computationally
expensive. The typical approach for testing canonicity is to employ backtrack
search on cosets of a point stabilizer chain in G to verify that gX ≤ X for
all g ∈ G. Lexicographic order and discovered automorphisms can be em-
ployed to prune the associated search tree on cosets. Also the canonicity of
p(X ) can be exploited to restrict the search. In many cases a useful heuris-
tic observation is that a g ∈ G with gX > X is likely to establish gY > Y
for a sibling Y of X as well (cf. [171])—in [49, 50] this observation is devel-
oped into a back-jumping strategy for the backtrack search that generates the
children of a node.
3.4.3 Generation by Canonical Augmentation
Introduced by McKay [170], generation by canonical augmentation requires
that an object is generated “in a canonical way”, as opposed to generation by
canonical representatives, which requires the object itself be canonical. The
presentation that follows differs somewhat from the presentation in [170], but
the central ideas are the same.
In terms of a search tree T , every nonroot object Y has a parent object
p(Y) from which it has been generated; consider for example the search tree
in Example 3. Thus, in an abstract setting, the ordered pair (Y , p(Y)) can be
viewed as capturing the augmentation by which Y is generated from p(Y).
Formally, an augmentation is an ordered pair (X ,Z) ∈ Ω × Ω. For
X ,Y ,Z,W ∈ Ω we write (X ,Z) ∼= (Y ,W) to indicate that there exists a
g ∈ G such that gX = Y and gZ = W . In particular, (X ,Z) ∼= (Y ,W)
implies both X ∼= Y and Z ∼= W , but the converse need not necessarily
hold.
Generation by canonical augmentation requires that we associate with
every isomorphism class of objects an augmentation by which objects in that
class must be generated. Letm : Ω→ Ω be a function that satisfies:
(3.5) for all X ,Y ∈ Ω it holds that X ∼= Y implies (X , m(X )) ∼=
(Y , m(Y)).
The ordered pair (X , m(X )) is the canonical augmentation associated with
X . Requirement (3.5) guarantees that the canonical augmentation is inde-
pendent of the isomorphism class representative X . We say that a nonroot
object Y ∈ V (T ) in the search tree is generated by canonical augmentation
if
(3.6) (Y , m(Y)) ∼= (Y , p(Y)).
The canonical parent objectm(X ) associated with an objectX is typically
obtained by individualizing a subobject of X . This can be performed so
that (3.5) holds with the help of a canonical labeling map κ for the action
of G on Ω. Namely, given X , first compute the canonical representative
ρ(X ) = κ(X )X . Then, select any subobject Z ∈ Ω occurring in ρ(X ) so
that the selection depends only on ρ(X ). Finally, put m(X ) = κ(X )−1Z .
By definition of a canonical labeling map, κ(Y)−1κ(X ) is an isomorphism
establishing (3.5) for any two isomorphic objects X ∼= Y .
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Example 13 Recall the canonical representative map ρ from Example 10.
Form a canonical labeling map κ by associating with every matrix X an iso-
morphism κ(X) takingX to ρ(X). For a given matrixX, let the subobject Z
associated with ρ(X) be the matrix obtained by transforming the last non-“?”
row in ρ(X) into a “?”-row. (If all rows contain “?”, then let Z = ρ(X).) Put
m(X) = κ−1(X)Z.
The function m can be viewed as associating with every object X a se-
quence of subobjects
X , m(X ), m(m(X )), m(m(m(X ))), . . .
from which X must be generated. Because of (3.5), this sequence is indepen-
dent of the isomorphism class representatives chosen. Thus, the sequence
defines a “canonical construction path” for the object X on the level of iso-
morphism classes. Traversing the search tree T can now be viewed as pro-
ceeding along the sequence in the reverse direction, where each step from
subobject to object must satisfy (3.6).
Obviously, certain structure must be assumed for the search tree T to
achieve exhaustive generation. The following axioms are not the weakest
possible, but rather have been chosen to achieve a succinct exposition with-
out sacrificing too much generality. For a different axiomatization, see [170].
First, for every isomorphism class occurring in T , there exists a node that
is accepted in the test (3.6):
(3.7) for all nonroot X ∈ V (T ), there exists a Y ∈ V (T ) such that
X ∼= Y and (Y , m(Y)) ∼= (Y , p(Y)).
Second, isomorphic nodes in T must have isomorphic children such that an
isomorphism applies also to the parent nodes:
(3.8) for all X ,Y ∈ V (T ) and Z ∈ C(X ) it holds that X ∼= Y implies
there exists aW ∈ C(Y) with (Z,X ) ∼= (W,Y).
Third, isomorphic nodes must occur at the same level of T :
(3.9) for all X ,Y ∈ V (T ) it holds that X ∼= Y implies X and Y occur
at the same level in T .
Example 14 With some straightforward effort it can be checked that the
search tree in Example 3, the group action in Example 6, and the function
m in Example 13 satisfy (3.7), (3.8), and (3.9).
Isomorph rejection using the test (3.6) is now based on the following ob-
servations. By (3.5), two isomorphic objects Y1,Y2 are both accepted in the
test (3.6) only if
(3.10) (Y1, p(Y1)) ∼= (Y2, p(Y2));
in particular, p(Y1) ∼= p(Y2). If complete isomorph rejection has been per-
formed for all proper ancestors of Y1,Y2, then p(Y1) = p(Y2) = X . Conse-
quently, by (3.10) there exists an a ∈ Aut(X ) such that aY1 = Y2. Thus, to
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procedure CA-TRAV(X : object)
1: if X is an object of interest then
2: output X
3: end if
4: for all Y ∈ {C(X ) ∩ {aY : a ∈ Aut(X )} : Y ∈ C(X )} do
5: select any Y ∈ Y
6: if (Y , p(Y)) ∼= (Y , m(Y)) then
7: CA-TRAV(Y)
8: end if
9: end for
end procedure
procedure CANAUG-TRAVERSE(T : search tree)
10: CA-TRAV(r(T ))
end procedure
Algorithm 5: Generation by canonical augmentation
achieve complete isomorph rejection, it suffices to reject Aut(X )-isomorphs
among the children C(X ).
Algorithm 5 is a traversal algorithm based on generation by canonical aug-
mentation with automorphism pruning.
The following theorem is analogous to [170, Theorem 1].
Theorem 15 Let T be a search tree that satisfies (3.7), (3.8), and (3.9). If
Algorithm 5 is invoked with input T , then every isomorphism class of objects
occurring in V (T ) contains a unique object Y such that the procedure CA-
TRAV is invoked with input Y .
Proof. To establish uniqueness, we proceed by induction on the levels of
T . The base case holds by (3.9). For the inductive step, suppose the claim
(uniqueness) holds at level ` ≥ 0 in T . By (3.9), any two isomorphic objects
in T must lie at the same level. Let Y1,Y2 ∈ V (T ) be objects at level ` + 1
such that Y1 ∼= Y2 and CA-TRAV is invoked with input Y1,Y2. Thus, we
must have (Yi, p(Yi)) ∼= (Yi, m(Yi)) for i ∈ {1, 2}. Consequently, Y1 ∼=
Y2 and (3.5) imply (Y1, p(Y1)) ∼= (Y2, p(Y2)). Because p(Y1), p(Y2) are at
level `, we must have p(Y1) = p(Y2) = X by the inductive hypothesis. By
(Y1, p(Y1)) ∼= (Y2, p(Y2)) there exists an automorphism a ∈ Aut(X ) such
that aY1 = Y2. Thus, Y1 = Y2 by the structure of the algorithm.
It remains to establish existence. LetZ ∈ V (T ). We show that there exists
a Y ∈ V (T ) such that Y ∼= Z and CA-TRAV is invoked with input Y . We
proceed by induction on the level of Z . The base case follows from (3.9) and
the initial invocation CA-TRAV(r(T )). For the inductive step, suppose that
the claim (existence) holds at level ` ≥ 0 in T . Let Z occur on level ` + 1.
By (3.7), there exists a node W ∼= Z such that (W, m(W)) ∼= (W, p(W)).
By (3.9), p(W) occurs at level ` because Z and hence W occur at level
`+ 1. Thus, by the inductive hypothesis, the procedure CA-TRAV is invoked
at least once with input X such that X ∼= p(W). It follows from (3.8) that
there exists a Y ∈ C(X ) such that (Y ,X ) ∼= (W, p(W)). Let a ∈ Aut(X )
such that aY ∈ C(X ). Clearly, p(aY) = X = p(Y) and (aY ,X ) ∼= (Y ,X ).
Furthermore, (3.5) implies (aY , m(aY)) ∼= (Y , m(Y)) ∼= (W, m(W)) ∼=
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(W, p(W)) ∼= (Y , p(Y)) ∼= (aY , p(aY)). Thus, aY passes the test (3.6) for
all applicable choices of a ∈ Aut(X ). It follows that CA-TRAV is invoked
with an input isomorphic to Y ∼=W ∼= Z . 
Example 16 Consider the search tree in Example 3 and Algorithm 5. Sup-
pose the function m from Example 13 is used. If on line 5 of the algorithm
the lexicographic maximum object is selected from every Aut(X)-orbit on
C(X), then the subtree traversed by the algorithm is identical to the earlier
tree depicted in Fig. 3.2, where “×” now marks nodes that fail the test (3.6)
or are not maximal in their respective Aut(X)-orbits.
Since Aut(X )-isomorphs are also G-isomorphs, the Aut(X )-isomorph re-
jection performed on lines 4 and 5 of Algorithm 5 can be replaced with
traditional isomorph rejection among those children that are accepted in the
test (3.6); cf. Procedure scan2 in [170].
A fundamental advantage in an algorithm based on canonical augmen-
tation is that it is often possible to use cheap invariants to reject or accept
an object Y in the test (3.6). An expensive isomorphism computation is re-
quired only when the invariants fail. Examples on the use of invariants appear
in [17, 170, 171, 210] and [P2, P3, P5].
Generation by canonical augmentation can be efficiently parallelized be-
cause the test (3.6) depends only on the current object Y and its parent p(Y).
Furthermore, the rejection of Aut(X )-isomorphs is restricted to the children
C(X ), so knowledge of objects encountered at other search tree nodes is not
required. The memory-efficiency depends in general on the strategy cho-
sen to reject the Aut(X )-isomorphs. Often rejection via recorded objects
suffices. Another possibility is to use a canonical representative map for the
induced action of Aut(X ) on Ω to reject children that are not canonical;
here it is assumed that for all Y ∈ C(X ) it holds that ρAut(X )(Y) ∈ C(X ).
The main drawback with generation by canonical augmentation is that it
is usually more laborious to implement than the previous techniques.
3.4.4 Homomorphisms of Group Actions and Localization
Kerber and Laue together with collaborators have extensively studied the use
of homomorphisms of group actions and group-theoretic localization in clas-
sification [107, 108, 139, 140, 141]. This line of research has been partic-
ularly successful in the construction and classification of t-designs admit-
ting a large prescribed group of automorphisms [9, 10, 11, 140, 215] via the
Kramer-Mesner method (Sect. 4.3.1). Other successful applications include
classification of chemical isomers [80] (see also [16]) and graphs with pre-
scribed degree sequences [81].
Let G be a finite group that acts on two finite sets Ω and Π. A homomor-
phism of group actions is a map ϕ : Ω→ Π such that ϕ(gX ) = gϕ(X ) for all
g ∈ G and X ∈ Ω. Provided that suitable homomorphisms are available, a
classification problem (viewed as the problem of constructing representatives
of orbits for a group action) can be solved step by step along a sequence of ho-
momorphisms, where each step either lifts a set of orbit representatives from
the image Π to the domain Ω, or (surjectively) projects from the domain Ω
to the image Π; cf. [139, 140].
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Basic homomorphisms of group actions are the map X 7→ StabG(X ) tak-
ing an objectX ∈ Ω to its stabilizer (G acts on its subgroups by conjugation),
the bijection gX 7→ gStabG(X ) taking an orbit element gX ∈ GX to a left
coset of the stabilizer (G acts on left cosets of its subgroups by left multipli-
cation), and the map gH 7→ gK taking a left coset onto a (larger) left coset,
H ≤ K ≤ G. Also important are projection homomorphisms of the form
pi1 : (Y ,X ) 7→ Y and pi2 : (Y ,X ) 7→ X (G acts elementwise on objects in
an ordered pair).
In many cases these homomorphisms can be used to transform a problem
involving an “external” action of a group G on a set Ω into a problem in-
volving a “local” action of G on subgroups or cosets of subgroups of a related
group. A good example in this respect is the algorithm Leiterspiel [213, 215]
for computing orbit representatives for the elementwise action of a permu-
tation group G ≤ Sym(Σ) on the set of all k-subsets of a finite set Σ. The
algorithm is based on the observation that an equivalent “local” problem in
terms of the group Sym(Σ) is to compute representatives of orbits for the
action of G on the left cosets Sym(Σ)/StabSym(Σ)(E) by left multiplication,
where E ⊆ Σ is an arbitrary k-subset. This representative problem is then
solved via homomorphisms by varying the right-hand side group along a se-
quence of subgroups Sym(Σ) = H0, H1, . . . , Hm−1, Hm = StabSym(Σ)(E)
such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m either Hi−1 ≤ Hi (projection is applied) or
Hi−1 ≥ Hi (lifting to preimage is applied).
Group-theoretic techniques can also be used to solve isomorphism prob-
lems for designs that are too large to handle with algorithms based on back-
tracking, but are known to admit a select group of automorphisms (such as
a projective or affine linear group) [141]; see also [82, 140, 215]. A trivial
example in this respect is a group of automorphisms H ≤ G that is equal to
its normalizer NG(H) = {g ∈ G : gHg−1 = H} in G—it is easy to check
that any two objects with Aut(X ) = Aut(Y) = H = NG(H) satisfy either
X = Y or X 6∼= Y .
Finally, we remark that generation by canonical augmentation is closely
related with techniques based on homomorphisms of group actions (cf. [140]).
One step of generation by canonical augmentation can be viewed as a se-
quence of two projection homomorphisms Φ pi2← Λ pi1→ Ψ, where Λ ⊆ Ψ× Φ
and pi1 is surjective. The homomorphism pi2 : (Y ,X ) 7→ X induces a lifting
step from objects in Φ to the augmentations in Λ, and pi1 : (Y ,X ) 7→ Y
induces a projection step from Λ to the objects in Ψ. From this perspective
the key idea in generation by canonical augmentation lies in the implemen-
tation of the projection step, where each object Y ∈ Ψ is associated with
an Aut(Y)-orbit of augmentations from which Y is required to originate.
In more precise terms, let µ associate with every Y ∈ Ψ an Aut(Y)-orbit
µ(Y) ⊆ pi−11 (Y) such that µ(gY) = {(gY , gX ) : (Y ,X ) ∈ µ(Y)} for all
g ∈ G. When projecting fromΛ toΨ, a projection pi1(Y ,X ) = Y is accepted
if and only if (Y ,X ) ∈ µ(Y). Equivalently, pi1(Y ,X ) = Y is accepted if and
only if (Y , m(Y)) ∼= (Y ,X ) for any (Y , m(Y)) ∈ µ(Y); cf. (3.6).
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3.5 CORRECTNESS
Compared with conventional mathematical arguments, computational re-
sults are arguably more prone to errors. Namely, even if the classification
algorithm is correct, it may be that the computed result is incorrect due to
hardware or software errors, where the latter includes errors not only in the
algorithm implementation itself, but also errors in the system programs such
as the compiler, the standard libraries, and the operating system kernel. With
such sources of error, it is obvious that a computed result cannot be trusted
with absolute certainty. However, confidence in a computed result can be
increased by employing techniques for detecting errors. An extensive dis-
cussion of errors and remedies appears in [128]. Examples of classification
results in which meticulous attention has been paid to correctness include
[54, 171, 173].
Arguably the two main tools for detecting errors are double checking the
result and consistency checking.
Double checking the result amounts to obtaining the same classification
in two independent ways, preferably with different algorithmic approaches
and with different software development tools and/or computer architectures.
Double checking the result was employed in the context of [P1] (partial so-
lutions with five rows), [P2] (the seeds and the STS(19)s with a nontrivial
automorphism group; cf. [P5]), [P3] (one-factorizations with k ≤ 6), and
[P4] (2-(13, 4, 3) near resolutions).
Consistency checking amounts to identifying certain properties satisfied
by a correct algorithm implementation and/or classification, and then veri-
fying that these properties hold. A common approach is to employ double
counting, whereby a quantity of interest is computed in two (essentially) in-
dependent ways, and the results are tested for equality. The orbit-stabilizer
theorem (|GX | · |StabG(X )| = |G|) can often be used to obtain double
counting consistency checks on a backtrack algorithm with isomorph rejec-
tion; see [133] for a detailed discussion. Another possibility for consistency
checking isomorph rejection is to employ hash accumulators that record the
structures encountered before and after isomorph rejection tests; see [P5].
Consistency checking was employed in the context of [P2] (double count-
ing check for complete classification), [P3] (double counting check for k =
10, 11), and [P5] (double counting check for complete classification, hash
accumulator -based check for seed generation).
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4 ALGORITHMS FOR CLASSIFICATION OF DESIGNS AND CODES
This chapter surveys the literature on classification algorithms for designs
and codes. The focus is on techniques that produce a complete classification
for given parameters, but also classification subject to a prescribed group of
automorphisms is discussed to place the results in [P5] into context.
4.1 DESIGNS AND ERROR-CORRECTING CODES
This section briefly reviews the standard definitions for t-(v, k, λ) designs and
unrestricted error-correcting codes. In what follows also other types of designs
and codes are discussed to some extent; in this case the relevant standard defi-
nitions can be found in the articles surveyed or from the following references.
Textbooks on designs and codes include [24, 26, 90, 150, 151, 201]. More
extensive treatments can be found in [8, 30, 34, 77, 157, 202].
4.1.1 Designs
An incidence structure is a triple (P,B, I), where P and B are finite sets and
I ⊆ P ×B. The elements of P are called points, the elements of B are called
blocks, and I is the incidence relation. A point x ∈ P is incident to a block
B ∈ B if (x,B) ∈ I . Similarly, a subset W ⊆ P is incident to a block B
if (x,B) ∈ I for all x ∈ W . An incidence structure is simple if the set of
incident points {p ∈ P : (p, B) ∈ I} is unique to every block B; otherwise
the incidence structure is said to have repeated blocks.
Two incidence structures, X and Y , are isomorphic if there exist bijec-
tions fP : P (X ) → P (Y) and fB : B(X ) → B(Y) such that for all
x ∈ P (X ) and B ∈ B(X ) it holds that (x,B) ∈ I(X ) if and only if
(fP (x), fB(B)) ∈ I(Y). Such a pair of bijections f = (fP , fB) is an iso-
morphism of X onto Y . An automorphism of X is an isomorphism of X
onto itself. The automorphism group Aut(X ) is the group formed by all
automorphisms of X with composition of mappings as the group operation.
An incidence matrix of an incidence structure X is an integer matrixN =
(nxB) with rows and columns indexed by the points and blocks, respectively,
such that for all x ∈ P (X ) and B ∈ B(X ),
nxB =
{
1 if (x,B) ∈ I(X ); and
0 if (x,B) /∈ I(X ).
A resolution of an incidence structure X is an ordered pair (X ,R), where
R is a partition of B(X ) into parallel classes such that every point x ∈ P (X )
is incident to exactly one block from every parallel class. An incidence struc-
ture is resolvable if it admits a resolution. Two resolutions are isomorphic if
there exists an isomorphism f = (fP , fB) of the incidence structures such
that fB maps one partition into parallel classes onto the other.
Let t, v, k, and λ be positive integers with v ≥ k ≥ t. A t-(v, k, λ) design
is an incidence structure over v points such that every block is incident to
exactly k points and every t-subset of points is incident to exactly λ blocks.
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A design with t = 2 is called a (balanced incomplete) block design with
parameters (v, k, λ). A standard double counting argument shows that every
point of a block design is incident to r blocks and that the number of blocks
is b, where
(4.1) λ(v − 1) = r(k − 1), vr = bk.
Some special families of designs are as follows. A design with λ = 1
is called a Steiner system S(t, k, v). A Steiner triple system—briefly, an
STS(v)—is an S(2, 3, v). A 2-(n2 + n + 1, n + 1, 1) design is a projective
plane of order n. A 2-(n2, n, 1) design is an affine plane of order n.
4.1.2 Codes and Resolutions of Designs
Let Zq = {0, 1, . . . , q − 1} and denote by Znq the set of all words of length
n over the alphabet Zq. A q-ary code of length n is a subset C ⊆ Znq . The
cardinality |C| of a code is the number of words in it.
For a word x = x1x2 · · ·xn ∈ Znq and 1 ≤ j ≤ n, we say that xj is
the symbol at coordinate (alternatively, position) j. The distance d(x, y)
between two words x, y ∈ Znq is the number of positions in which they differ;
that is, d(x, y) = |{j : xj 6= yj}|. The minimum distance of a code C with
|C| ≥ 2 is d(C) = min {d(x, y) : x, y ∈ C, x 6= y}. An (n,M, d)q code
is a q-ary code of length n, cardinalityM , and minimum distance d. A code
is equidistant if d(C) = d(x, y) for all distinct x, y ∈ C. A q-ary code is
equireplicate if q divides |C| and every symbol occurs exactly |C|/q times in
every coordinate of the code.
Two codes, C1 ⊆ Znq and C2 ⊆ Z
n
q , are equivalent if C1 can be trans-
formed into C2 by a permutation of the coordinates and by an independent
permutation of the symbolsZq in each coordinate. In terms of a group action,
two codes are equivalent if they are on the same orbit of the product action
(see for example [25, 55]) of the wreath product Sym(Zq)oSym({1, 2, . . . , n})
on Znq ; in what follows we use the abbreviated notation Sq o Sn. The auto-
morphism group of a code is the stabilizer of the code with respect to this
action.
The following correspondence between codes and resolutions of 2-(v, k, λ)
designs, k < v, discovered by Semakov and Zinov’ev [219] is of particular im-
portance in the context of this thesis. Let r and b be determined from v, k, λ
by (4.1), and let (X ,R) be a resolution of a 2-(v, k, λ) design. Label the
parallel classes in R as 1, 2, . . . , r and the blocks within every parallel class
as 0, 1, . . . , v/k − 1. With respect to this labeling, define an equireplicate
equidistant (r, v, r − λ)v/k code as follows. Every point p ∈ P (X ) defines
a word x(p) = x1(p)x2(p) · · ·xr(p) ∈ Zrv/k, where xj(p) is the label of the
block incident to p in parallel class j, 1 ≤ j ≤ r. The claimed properties
of the code C = {x(p) : p ∈ P (X )} are easy to verify from the defining
properties of the resolution (X ,R).
Conversely, it follows from the generalized Plotkin bound [14, Theorem
3] and (4.1) that every (r, v, r− λ)v/k code is both equireplicate and equidis-
tant, and thus defines a resolution of a 2-(v, k, λ) design. Furthermore, it
can be checked that the equivalence classes of such codes and isomorphism
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classes of resolutions are in a one-to-one correspondence. This correspon-
dence is applied in [P1]. Analogous correspondences for one-factorizations
of graphs and near resolutions of designs and are applied in [P3] and [P4],
respectively.
Example 17 A labeled resolution of an STS(9) and the associated (4, 9, 3)3
code appear below.
Block 0 Block 1 Block 2
Parallel class 1: 123 456 789
Parallel class 2: 159 267 348
Parallel class 3: 147 258 369
Parallel class 4: 168 249 357
C = {0000, 0111, 0222, 1201, 1012, 1120, 2102, 2210, 2021}
4.2 ALGORITHMS FOR DESIGNS
Most existing techniques for classification of designs can roughly be divided
into two types. Either one proceeds point by point, or block by block. Fol-
lowing a discussion of these two somewhat “myopic” approaches, other clas-
sification techniques are surveyed.
Survey articles on computer construction and classification of designs in-
clude [69, 70, 162, 224]. Classification results for block designs are surveyed
in [164, 165, 166].
4.2.1 Point-by-Point Classification
Point by point classification is perhaps easiest to discuss in terms of incidence
matrices. LetN be an incidence matrix of a 2-(v, k, λ) design. Equivalently,
if r and b are determined by (4.1), thenN is a v×b integer matrix with entries
from {0, 1} such that
every row contains exactly r 1s; and(4.2)
every column contains exactly k 1s; and(4.3)
the inner product (in Z) of every pair of distinct rows is λ.(4.4)
An immediate approach to constructing such matrices is via backtrack
search, where every search step adds one row (that is, point of a design) to
a partial w × b incidence matrix Nw with 0 ≤ w ≤ v. Denoting by j a col-
umn vector of all 1s, the candidate rows that can augmentNw correspond to
the solutions x of the Diophantine linear equation system
(4.5) jTx = r, Nwx = λj, x ∈ {0, 1}b×1.
A further constraint is that every column ofNw that contains k 1s must con-
tain a 0 in the corresponding position of x by (4.3). Two matrices are re-
garded as isomorphic if one can be obtained from the other by permuting
the rows and columns.
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Starting with Gibbons [68, 70] and Ivanov [94], this basic approach has
been successfully employed in a number of studies, including [49, 50, 51,
104, 188, 189, 195, 221, 225]. Isomorph rejection in these studies is based
on orderly generation. The order employed is a lexicographic order obtained
by concatenating the rows of a matrix from least recently to most recently
added (cf. Example 10). The extent of isomorph rejection varies from par-
tial to complete, where complete isomorph rejection amounts to a lexico-
graphic maximality test relative to permutation of the rows and columns of
a matrix (see for example [51]). A partial isomorph rejection strategy based
on testing the maximality of a newly constructed row relative to recorded
automorphism groups of the submatrices N1,N2, . . . ,Nw (acting on the
columns) is developed in [68, 70] and improved in [49, 50]. A somewhat dif-
ferent automorphism-based partial isomorph rejection strategy is employed
in [225].
In addition to basic isomorph rejection, the search space may be further
restricted by (4.3) and properties of lexicographic order. Namely, the lexico-
graphically most significant column of Nw not satisfying (4.3) must be aug-
mented with a 1; otherwise no augmentation of the resulting matrix is a lexi-
cographic maximum incidence matrix (cf. Example 12 and [51, 221, 225]).
The strategies for solving the system (4.5) include column-by-column back-
tracking with pruning heuristics [68, 70, 162] and using general techniques
for Diophantine linear equation systems; cf. Sect. 3.2.1. In the latter case
it is advisable to replace each set {xi1 , . . . , xis} of {0, 1}-variables corre-
sponding to a maximal set of identical columns in Nw with a single variable
xi ∈ {0, 1, . . . , s} to reduce symmetry in the system. In some cases a more
specialized algorithm can be used. For example, if λ = 1, then (4.5) is an
instance of the exact cover problem. A recursive strategy for solving the sys-
tem on Nw based on the solutions obtained for Nw−1 is described in [94].
An automorphism-based pruning strategy for column-by-column backtrack is
described in [49, 50].
Clique search can be employed to locate completions of the partial ma-
trix Nw to a full incidence matrix [104, 221, 225]. Namely, if Xw is the
graph with the solutions of (4.5) as vertices, and two solutions are connected
by an edge in Xw if and only if their inner product is equal to λ, then the
(v − w)-cliques in Xw correspond (up to ordering of the rows) to the com-
pletions of Nw. Whether clique search is practical depends on the structure
of the graph Xw, in particular on its order and the symmetry induced by the
automorphism group of Nw acting on the columns. A somewhat more so-
phisticated clique search strategy tailored for the Steiner systems S(2, 4, 25)
is employed in [225].
The orderly point-by-point construction approach has been employed also
for t-designs with t > 2 [50, 51], for group divisible designs (GDDs) [200],
and for balanced ternary designs [103]. A point-by-point construction ap-
proach based on generation by canonical augmentation is used in [173].
4.2.2 Block-by-Block Classification
The obvious alternative to point-by-point construction is to proceed block by
block. In this case it is convenient to view the construction of t-(v, k, λ) de-
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signs over a fixed point set P as solving the following system of Diophantine
linear equations. LetA = (aTK) be an integer matrix with rows and columns
indexed by t-subsets T ⊆ P and k-subsetsK ⊆ P , respectively, such that
(4.6) aTK =
{
1 if T ⊆ K; and
0 otherwise.
The solutions x of the system of Diophantine linear equations
(4.7) Ax = λj, x ∈ {0, 1, . . . , λ}(
v
k)×1
correspond—up to labeling of the blocks—to the t-(v, k, λ) designs over the
point set P (cf. [79, 242]). Constructing the designs block by block can thus
be viewed as setting the values of the variables xK one at a time. Two vectors,
x and x′, are regarded isomorphic if there exists a g ∈ Sym(P ) such that
x′g(K) = xK for all k-subsetsK ⊆ P .
Isomorph rejection must be employed to eliminate symmetry from the
system (4.7). Furthermore, in many cases the system (4.7) is too large to
be explicitly constructed in practice, let alone solved (cf. [85, 132]). The
standard remedy to these difficulties is to classify up to isomorphism a set of
partial solutions—called seeds—such that every isomorphism class of designs
can be encountered as an extension of a seed. In more precise terms, a seed
is a vector s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , λ}(
v
k)×1 with As ≤ λj. (Here “≤” indicates that
inequality holds in all positions of the vector.) It is required that for every
solution x′ to (4.7), there exists an isomorphic solution x and a seed s such
that s ≤ x. Assuming that this property holds for the seeds, a complete
classification of the designs can be obtained by determining, for each seed s
in turn, all solutions y of the residual system
(4.8) Ay = λj−As, y ∈ {0, 1, . . . , λ}(
v
k)×1,
and rejecting isomorphs among the generated designs x = s + y. With an
appropriate choice of seeds, the residual system is considerably smaller than
the original system (4.7) because many of the variables can be ignored due
to the fact that they are constrained to 0.
Often a good collection of seeds is obtained by selecting a small set of
points U ⊆ P and considering only those blocks in a design that are incident
to at least one point (or all the points) in U . The properties of a design typi-
cally induce certain structure to such sets of blocks; these structural proper-
ties can then be exploited in classifying the sets of blocks up to isomorphism.
Certainly one of the earliest applications of this approach is the manual
classification of the STS(15)s [43] based on seeds consisting of all blocks in-
cident to at least one point from a pair of points. The subsequent computer
verification of this result [84] employs an analogous strategy. In [P2] the seeds
induced by a block B together with all blocks incident to at least one point
of B are used to classify the STS(19)s. In this case the seeds correspond up
to isomorphism to sets of three pairwise edge-disjoint one-factors of the com-
plete graph K16. The projective planes of orders 8 ≤ n ≤ 9 were classified
using a set of seeds induced by a set of three points not incident to a common
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block [85, 132]. Such seeds correspond up to isomorphism to main classes
of Latin squares of order n − 1, which were classified in [120, 185, 211] for
8 ≤ n ≤ 9. The classifications in [33, 64, 163] employ seeds consisting of
all blocks incident to a given point. In [176] the derived STS(13)s (blocks
incident to a given point) are used as seeds to classify the Steiner systems
S(3, 4, 14).
The typical approach for isomorph rejection on generated designs is to
keep a record of the isomorphism classes encountered, provided that the iso-
morphism class representatives can be accommodated in memory. Other-
wise, generation by canonical augmentation can be employed, whereby the
parent object associated with a generated design is the seed from which it is
generated. The papers [P2, P3] can be considered as detailed examples of
such an approach.
4.2.3 Other Approaches
Compared with “myopic” generation one point or block at a time, often a
more efficient approach can be obtained by resorting to a more detailed
combinatorial analysis of the designs in question and/or by alternating the
two basic generation strategies.
In [173] three independent approaches are used to establish the nonexis-
tence of 4-(12, 6, 6) designs. Common to these approaches is the extensive
application of a combinatorial analysis of the 4-(12, 6, 6) designs and related
(v − 7)-(v, v − 6, 3) designs for 8 ≤ v ≤ 12 [124]. The first approach at-
tempts to construct the 4-(12, 6, 6) designs point by point via generation by
canonical augmentation. The second and third approach prove nonexistence
based on the property that a 4-(12, 6, 6) design and its complement form a
5-(12, 6, 3) design [124]. Thus, it suffices to check that no 5-(12, 6, 3) design
is resolvable. The second approach constructs the 5-(12, 6, 3) designs point
by point via generation by canonical augmentation. The third approach pro-
ceeds by extension along the sequence of derived (v − 7)-(v, v − 6, 3) de-
signs, 8 ≤ v ≤ 12.
In [221] a classification of the 2-(31, 10, 3) designs employs first an or-
derly row-by-row strategy up to 17 rows (containing two full blocks), followed
by a column-by-column strategy to complete the remaining 14 rows of the
incidence matrix.
In [89] the nonexistence of a 2-(46, 6, 1) design is shown by first locating
two subconfigurations, “c4” and “c5”, where a “c4” must occur and a “c5”
may or may not occur. Then, the search is divided into two cases based on
whether a “c5” or only a “c4” occurs, which in both cases enables the in-
cidence matrix of a putative design to be partitioned into submatrices with
certain structure. It is then established by exhaustive search that these sub-
matrices cannot be completed, from which nonexistence follows. Analogous
studies that assume the existence of a subconfiguration and then produce a
complete classification subject to this assumption include [106, 192, 229].
Arguably the most important algorithmic classification result to date is
the nonexistence of a projective plane of order 10, announced in [135]. The
nonexistence result is based on ruling out the existence of words of weights
12 [136], 15 [158] ([48]), 16 [134], and 19 [135] in the binary linear code
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generated by the columns (or equivalently, rows) of an incidence matrix of
a putative plane of order 10. Each word weight w is excluded by first clas-
sifying up to isomorphism all the possible configurations inducing a word
of weight w, and then attempting—in vain—to extend each subconfigura-
tion to a complete plane. These nonexistence results together with results on
the weight enumerator polynomial of the code of a putative plane [2, 158]
show that a plane of order 10 does not exist. An exposition is given in
[129]. Analogous coding-theoretic techniques have been employed to ob-
tain progress towards settling the nonexistence of a 2-(22, 8, 4) design (see
[207] and [7, 83, 174, 192]).
In many cases it is possible to employ a known correspondence between
a family of designs and another family of combinatorial objects. Examples
of useful correspondences between different families can be found in [35].
First, the objects in the corresponding family are classified up to the associ-
ated notion isomorphism, after which the designs of interest are determined
up to isomorphism from these. For example, a classification of Hadamard
matrices of order 4n (see [93, 112, 113, 223]) can be used to obtain a classifi-
cation of the 3-(4n, 2n, n− 1) and the 2-(4n− 1, 2n− 1, n− 1) Hadamard
designs. Similarly, the affine planes of order n correspond up to isomorphism
to the block automorphism orbits in projective planes of order n.
4.3 ALGORITHMS FOR DESIGNS WITH PRESCRIBED AUTOMORPHISMS
An extensive literature exists on the automorphisms of designs of various
types; see [8, 29, 40, 77, 90, 138] and the references therein. To employ
prescribed automorphisms in classification, it is typically necessary to first
conduct a combinatorial analysis of the types of automorphisms admitted by
a design with given parameters (see for example [38, 171]). A putative group
(or groups) of automorphisms can then be located using the necessary con-
ditions for automorphisms resulting from such an analysis.
Let G be the group whose action induces isomorphism, and let H ≤ G
be a prescribed group of automorphisms. From an algorithmic point of view
there are essentially two extreme cases; namely, either H is a “small” group
(such as a cyclic group of prime order) or a “large” group (such as a maximal
or near maximal subgroup of G). As a rule of thumb, the larger the group
H , the smaller the search space for classification. Symmetry in the search
space under prescribed H can in most cases be captured by restricting the
action of G to the normalizer NG(H) = {g ∈ G : gHg−1 = H} of H in G;
cf. [28, 37, 38, 111, 155, 171, 218] and [P5].
4.3.1 The Kramer-Mesner Method
Kramer and Mesner [123] observed that t-designs with a prescribed groupH
of automorphisms (acting on the points) can be constructed by adapting the
the equation system (4.7) to this setting.
More formally, let parameters t-(v, k, λ) be fixed, let P be a fixed finite
set of v points, and let H ≤ G = Sym(P ). For notational convenience, we
write E¯ for the H -orbit of a subset E ⊆ P . Let AH = (aT¯ K¯) be an integer
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matrix with rows and columns indexed by H -orbits of t-subsets and k-subsets
of P , respectively, such that aT¯ K¯ = |{hK : T ⊆ hK, h ∈ H}|. The solutions
x of the system of Diophantine linear equations
(4.9) AHx = λj, x ∈ {0, 1, . . . , λ}|{K¯:K⊆P, |K|=k}|×1
correspond (up to labeling of the blocks) to the t-(v, k, λ) designs over the
point set P admittingH as a group of automorphisms.
The Kramer-Mesner method has been employed to construct and classify
simple t-designs with small parameters; see [9, 10, 11, 121, 125, 140, 159,
215] for classic results and state of the art. In particular, the software pack-
age DISCRETA developed at Universität Bayreuth appears to be the main
tool utilized in most recent construction/classification results for large groups
(typically, projective and affine linear groups) and t > 6; see [140, 141].
The main algorithmic phases of a classification approach employing the
Kramer-Mesner method are: constructing the equation system (4.9), solving
the equations, and rejecting isomorphs.
For small groups (and small parameters t, v, k, λ), constructing the matrix
AH and associated orbits is straightforward. For large groups and large param-
eters, more sophisticated techniques are required; see [121, 213, 214, 215].
A number of techniques exist for solving the system (4.9). Typically the in-
terest is on obtaining {0, 1}-solutions; that is, simple designs. Currently the
most powerful techniques appear to be based on lattice basis reduction [1,
126, 127, 142, 238, 239], other techniques include [111, 121, 155, 214, 215];
see also [69] for a brief description of the algorithm SYNTH used by Magliv-
eras and Mathon. Depending on the normalizer NG(H), initial isomorph
rejection analogous to (4.8) may be required to eliminate symmetry from the
search space; cf. [37, 111, 155]. For t-designs with t > 2, one possibility is
to employ the derived 2-designs as seeds; cf. [111, 173]. For 2-designs, sets of
blocks incident to at least one point from a given small set of points can be
employed as seeds; cf. [P5].
Group-theoretic techniques for isomorph rejection among generated de-
signs are developed in [82, 140, 141, 215]. Such techniques have their main
applicability for large groups and large parameters, where the designs are
too large for traditional isomorphism computations. For small groups and
small parameters, the typical approach is to employ isomorph rejection via
recorded representatives. An approach based on generation by canonical
augmentation relative to seeds classified up to NG(H)-isomorphism is devel-
oped in [P5] to attack instances where there are too many representatives to
be stored in memory.
4.3.2 Tactical Decompositions
Tactical decompositions were introduced by Dembowski [46, 47]. Here we
focus on the application of tactical decompositions in classification under
prescribed automorphisms; a more general treatment appears in [8].
Let X = (P,B, I) be a 2-(v, k, λ) design, and let H ≤ Aut(X ) ≤ G =
Sym(P )× Sym(B). Let P1, P2, . . . , Pm ⊆ P and B1,B2, . . . ,Bn ⊆ B be the
H -orbits on the points and blocks, respectively. Select an arbitrary block Bj
from every orbit Bj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Let T = (tij) be the m × n integer matrix
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with tij = |{p ∈ Pi : (p, Bj) ∈ I}| for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n;
it is easy to check that the number tij is independent of the block Bj ∈ Bj
selected. An analogous m × n matrix U = (uij) is obtained by selecting a
point pi from every orbit Pi and setting uij = |{B ∈ Bj : (pi, B) ∈ I}|.
In general, a tactical decomposition of X is a partition of the points and
blocks such that the matrices T and U are independent of the point and
block representatives selected. However, in the context of classification un-
der prescribed automorphisms it is a common abuse of terminology (cf. [38,
122])—which we will follow here—to call anm×n nonnegative integer ma-
trix T = (tij) a tactical decomposition with respect to the prescribed group
H ≤ G if it satisfies the following equations (cf. Equations (4.2)–(4.4)):
n∑
j=1
tij |Bj | = r|Pi| for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m,(4.10)
m∑
i=1
tij = k for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n,(4.11)
n∑
j=1
ti1jti2j|Bj | = λ|Pi1||Pi2| for all 1 ≤ i1 < i2 ≤ m,(4.12)
n∑
j=1
(
tij
2
)
|Bj | = λ
(
|Pi|
2
)
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m.(4.13)
Tactical decompositions have been employed in numerous studies aimed
at constructing and classifying 2-designs with prescribed automorphisms, in-
cluding [28, 38, 45, 87, 95, 122, 161, 198, 222, 231, 232, 233, 234].
The algorithmic phases of a classification approach employing tactical de-
compositions are: classifying the tactical decompositions (up to isomorphism
induced by the action of NG(H) on the H -orbits of points and blocks), ex-
panding the tactical decompositions into incidence matrices of designs in all
possible ways, and rejecting isomorphs among the generated designs.
Classification of tactical decompositions amounts essentially to solving
the system (4.10)–(4.13) up to NG(H)-isomorphism. One possibility is to
proceed using row-by-row backtrack; cf. Sect. 4.2.1. An orderly algorithm is
employed in [38]. The expansion of a tactical decomposition can be car-
ried out using a backtrack search, where each step replaces one entry tij of
T with a H -invariant |Pi| × |Bj | partial incidence matrix with exactly tij 1s
in every column, and a complete incidence matrixNmust satisfy Equations
(4.2)–(4.4). Strategies for expanding tactical decompositions are discussed in
at least [28, 38]; the extent of isomorph rejection required during expansion
depends on the normalizer NG(H). Possibilities for final isomorph rejection
include using recorded representatives or generation by canonical augmen-
tation relative to the classified tactical decompositions.
4.3.3 Other Approaches
In a sequence of papers [56, 57, 58, 59, 60], Eslami, Khosrovshahi, and
Tayfeh-Rezaie employ trades in classifying halvings of complete (v − 8)-
(v, v − 7, 8) designs with prescribed automorphisms, 9 ≤ v ≤ 14. Let
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t ≤ k ≤ v be positive integers and let P be a fixed set of v points. An
unordered pair {T+, T−} consisting of two disjoint collections of k-subsets of
P is a t-(v, k) trade if every t-subset of P is occurs in the same number of
k-subsets in T+ as in T−. The volume of a trade is the number of blocks in
T+ (T−). Isomorphism of trades is induced by the action of Sym(P ). Up to
sign, a trade corresponds to an integer vector t satisfying At = 0, where A
is the inclusion matrix (4.6). The set of all such vectors form a Z-module,
whose structure and bases are analyzed in [78, 79, 91, 109, 110]. A halving of
the complete t-(v, k,
(
v−t
k−t
)
) design corresponds to a t-(v, k) trade of volume(
v
k
)
/2. To classify such trades up to isomorphism, Eslami, Khosrovshahi, and
Tayfeh-Rezaie proceed by extending a classification of (t− 1)-(v − 1, k − 1)
trades of volume
(
v−1
k−1
)
/2, and rejecting isomorphs. To carry out the exten-
sion, the standard basis of trades (see [110]) is employed; this basis has the
convenient property that trades of volume
(
v
k
)
/2 can be expressed as {−1, 1}
linear combinations of the basis vectors. Analogously to the Kramer-Mesner
method, prescribed automorphisms enable the restriction of the search to
automorphism orbits.
Seah and Stinson [218] (see also [217]) employ an orderly algorithm to
classify one-factorizations of complete graphs K12 and K14 with prescribed
automorphisms. The algorithm proceeds by extending a partial factorization
by one factor orbit at a time. Intermediate isomorph rejection is based on
testing whether a partial factorization is the lexicographic minimum of its
orbit under the action of the normalizer.
To obtain an enumeration of the main classes and isotopy classes of Latin
squares up to order 10, McKay, Meynert, and Myrvold [171] develop a clas-
sification approach for Latin squares with a nontrivial automorphism group
(with respect to the action of Sn o S3 capturing the main classes of order n).
First, a combinatorial analysis is conducted to determine a minimal set Σ of
prime-order elements of Sn o S3 such that every square with a nontrivial au-
tomorphism group admits at least one automorphism conjugate to a σ ∈ Σ.
Then, for each σ ∈ Σ in turn, the main classes admitting σ as an automor-
phism are constructed by employing two independent techniques based on
either orderly generation or generation by canonical augmentation; the act-
ing groups used in isomorph rejection are subgroups of Sn oS3 normalizing σ.
This achieves (almost) complete isomorph rejection among the Latin squares
L with Aut(L) = 〈σ〉 because Aut(L) = Aut(L′) = 〈σ〉 and L ∼=SnoS3 L′
immediately imply L ∼=NSnoS3(σ) L
′. Final isomorph rejection for the stored
Latin squares L with Aut(L) 6= 〈σ〉 for all σ ∈ Σ is carried out using a
canonical representative map based on transformation into a vertex-colored
graph.
4.4 ALGORITHMS FOR CODES
This section surveys classification techniques for codes. The emphasis is on
unrestricted error-correcting codes, (n,M, d)q codes, and in particular on
codes that correspond to resolutions of designs and one-factorizations of reg-
ular graphs (cf. [P1, P3, P4]). The classification of codes with more restricted
algebraic structure—in particular, linear codes—and other types of codes—
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such as covering codes—is not considered.
Analogously to classification techniques for designs in Sect. 4.2, there are
essentially two ways to proceed in classifying (n,M, d)q codes up to equiva-
lence. Either one proceeds codeword by codeword; that is, from (n,M −
1, d)q codes to (n,M, d)q codes, or coordinate by coordinate; that is, from
(n− 1,M, d− 1)q codes to (n,M, d)q codes.
4.4.1 Codeword-by-Codeword Classification
For integers q ≥ 2 and n ≥ d ≥ 1, one possibility to study codeword-by-
codeword classification of (n,M, d)q codes is via Hamming graphs. The
Hamming graph Hq(n, d) has the set Znq of words as vertices, and two ver-
tices (words) x, y are connected by an edge if and only if d(x, y) ≥ d. (If
equidistant codes are considered, it is required that d(x, y) = d.) Clearly,
the (n,M, d)q codes are in a one-to-one correspondence with theM -cliques
in Hq(n, d). Thus, codeword-by-codeword classification essentially amounts
to clique search on Hq(n, d). Additional constraints—such as a code being
equireplicate—can also be relatively easily included if necessary.
Except possibly for the smallest parameter values, isomorph rejection on
partial solutions is again a prerequisite for a practical algorithm. The group
action inducing equivalence for unrestricted codes is the product action of
the wreath product Sq o Sn on Znq ; equivalence computations can be carried
out conveniently by transforming a code into a graph (see [193]).
A number of ways to structure a codeword-by-codeword search occur in
the literature. In [193] the (10, 72, 3)2 and (11, 144, 3)2 codes are classi-
fied using a strategy based on extending subcodes. Let C be an (n,M, d)2
code, and let C0 (C1) be the subcode obtained by taking all the codewords
with a 0 (a 1) in the first coordinate. Up to equivalence we can assume
|C0| ≥ |C1|. If we remove the first coordinate from the words in C0, the
result is an (n − 1,M ′, d)2 code with M ′ ≥ M/2. Provided that we have a
classification of all such codes up to equivalence, the (n,M, d)2 codes can
be constructed by locating—for every applicable code C0—all (M − |C0|)-
cliques in the subgraph of H2(n, d) induced by words having a 1 in the first
coordinate and having distance at least d to every word in C0. (Note that
[193] does not explicitly mention clique search, but the approach described
is equivalent to applying the clique algorithm in [191] with the vertices ap-
pearing in lexicographic order.) After rejecting equivalent codes via trans-
formation into graphs, a classification is obtained. This approach is general-
ized to mixed binary/ternary codes in [187]; also generalization to codes with
q > 3 is possible. A similar approach is employed in [148, 149].
In [P1] an orderly codeword-by-codeword strategy combined with clique
searching is used to establish the nonexistence of a (14, 15, 10)3 code; that
is, a resolution of a 2-(15, 5, 4) design. Since such a code is necessarily both
equireplicate and equidistant, these properties can be exploited to restrict
the search together with properties of lexicographic minimum equireplicate
codes (cf. Example 12). The canonicity test in [P1] was developed based on
an idea for testing code equivalence in [101]. An orderly approach similar to
[P1] is employed in [P3] and [102]. This orderly approach is generalized to
“gap codes” corresponding to near resolutions of designs in [P4].
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It appears that generation by canonical augmentation has not been used as
an isomorph rejection strategy in published studies pertaining to codeword-
by-codeword generation, although the possibility of such an approach is men-
tioned for example in [187]. Implemented with appropriate invariants, an
approach based on generation by canonical augmentation is likely to im-
prove considerably the efficiency of isomorph rejection compared with the
use of recorded representatives. The present author (unpublished) has im-
plemented an algorithm employing generation by canonical augmentation
to double check the classification of “gap codes” corresponding to 2-(13, 4, 3)
near resolutions reported in [P4]. The invariant used to structure the search
in this case is as follows. A “gap code” C of cardinality 1 ≤M ≤ 13 is said to
have the replication property if there exists a coordinate such that bM/4c val-
ues occur exactly 4 times in the coordinate, and the remainingM −4bM/4c
words contain the same value in the coordinate; the latter value is allowed to
be the “gap” only ifM = 13. Given a “gap code” C, the subcodem(C) ⊆ C
is selected—via a canonical labeling map as in Example 13—so that if C has
the replication property, then also m(C) has the replication property with
|m(C)| = |C| − 1. Accordingly, the search for words that extend a given
code may be restricted to those words whose addition produces a code with
the replication property; cf. Example 12 and [P4].
4.4.2 Coordinate-by-Coordinate Classification
The basic problem associated with coordinate-by-coordinate classification is
that of extending an (n − 1,M, d − 1)q code C in all possible ways to an
(n,M, d)q code by adding a new coordinate. This is equivalent to the prob-
lem of finding all vertex q-colorings of the graph G defined by V (G) = C
and E(G) = {{x, y} : x, y ∈ C, d(x, y) = d − 1}, where the “colors”
{0, 1, . . . , q − 1} indicate the symbol to be appended to each word in C; for
the binary case, cf. the proof of [152, Theorem 5] and [193]. Up to equiva-
lence, it suffices to consider only one coloring from each Sq × Aut(C)-orbit
of q-colorings, where Sq acts by permuting the colors andAut(C) ≤ Sq oSn−1
acts on C = V (G).
Coordinate-by-coordinate classification has been used in comparatively
few studies, most of which concern the classification of codes correspond-
ing to resolutions of designs, whereby coordinate-by-coordinate classification
corresponds to classification one parallel class of the resolution at a time.
An orderly algorithm is used in [54, 217] to classify one-factorizations of
the complete graphK2n (equivalently, resolutions of a 2-(2n, 2, 1) design; or,
(2n− 1, 2n, 2n− 2)n codes) for 2n = 10, 12.
In [182, 183] a backtrack algorithm that proceeds one parallel class at a
time is used to classify resolutions of the 2-(12, 4, 3) and 2-(10, 5, 16) designs;
that is, the (11, 12, 8)3 and (36, 10, 20)2 codes. The efficiency of both clas-
sifications is based on a careful combinatorial analysis of the possible block
intersection patterns between parallel classes, which produces a set of starting
configurations and enables to restrict the search. The algorithm in [183] also
applies intermediate isomorph rejection based on recorded representatives
and an ordering heuristic for the parallel classes.
In [P3] a combination of generation by canonical augmentation and or-
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derly generation is applied to classify one-factorizations of k-regular graphs of
order 12; that is, equireplicate (k, 12, k−1)6 codes. Generation by canonical
augmentation is used to perform isomorph rejection among the generated
codes, whereas orderly generation is used to reject S6 × Aut(C)-isomorphic
6-colorings that extend C.
4.4.3 Other Approaches
Other techniques used to classify (n,M, d)q codes corresponding to resolu-
tions of designs include the following. An obvious possibility is to first classify
the underlying designs, then resolve these in all possible ways, and reject iso-
morphs (see for example [194]); however, this is not very efficient if there
are far more designs than there are resolvable designs. In [P3] an approach
derived from [P2] and based on viewing a one-factorization of K2n (that is,
resolutions of the 2-(2n, 2, 1) design) as a particular triple system on 4n − 1
points is used to verify the classification of one-factorizations ofK12 obtained
in [54]. In [137] a classification of the affine resolvable 2-(27, 9, 4) designs is
obtained by using the 2-(13, 4, 2) designs as seeds.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter briefly sums up the results in this thesis and presents some points
for future work together with some general remarks.
The main result of this thesis is a classification of the Steiner triple systems
of order 19 [P2]. The other results obtained include the nonexistence of a
resolvable 2-(15, 5, 4) design [P1], a classification of the one-factorizations
of k-regular graphs of order 12 for k ≤ 6 and k = 10, 11 [P3], a classifica-
tion of the near-resolutions of 2-(13, 4, 3) designs together with the associated
thirteen-player whist tournaments [P4], and a classification of the Steiner
triple systems of order 21 with a nontrivial automorphism group [P5].
Classification work to be conducted in the near future includes perform-
ing the classification of the one-factorizations of K14 with a nontrivial au-
tomorphism group, discussed in [P5]. Furthermore, a preliminary estimate
indicates that a classification of the Steiner quadruple systems of order 16
(3-(16, 4, 1) designs) is feasible by employing the 80 nonisomorphic STS(15)s
as seeds in a block-by-block approach analogous to [P2]; cf. [176].
In general, with improvements in algorithms and computer performance,
it is to be expected that computers are going to be employed in an increasing
number of studies. As Gibbons [69] puts it:
“Over the past 25 years the computer has become an indispens-
able ally in the search for combinatorial designs of many types.
The use of clever computational techniques has not only en-
abled many existence and enumeration questions to be settled,
but also allowed larger classes of designs to be analyzed, often
leading to the formulation of conjectures which have been proved
for infinite families of designs.”
This paragraph is certainly as true today as it was in 1996. Especially the de-
velopment of fast versatile techniques for isomorph rejection with low storage
requirements—most notably, the ingenious canonical augmentation tech-
nique of McKay [170]—now enables classification on instances with isomor-
phism classes numbering in the billions. Also advances in exact algorithms
for a number of standard combinatorial optimization problems can be ex-
ploited in classification. A general technique that warrants further investiga-
tion in a classification context is the use of linear programming relaxations in
pruning parts of a search tree associated with solving a system of Diophantine
linear equations; cf. [160].
As can be concluded from the preceding chapters, an algorithm design
in most cases applies both combinatorial knowledge specific to the objects of
interest, as well as general principles and techniques, such as backtrack search
and isomorph rejection. A further characteristic in most cases associated with
the design of classification algorithms is experimentation; that is, the need to
assess whether a putative classification approach is practical. In this sense
computer investigations into combinatorial classification can be seen as an
experimental science: an experimental setup can fail, and errors can occur.
Indeed, it is all too frequently the case that a consistency check reveals a
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subtle error in an algorithm implementation. Thus, consistency checking
and double checking the result are highly recommended.
Given the experimental nature of the area, it is important to have avail-
able reliable general-purpose tools that enable rapid feasibility studies to be
carried out, and, furthermore, that can be relatively easily tailored for perfor-
mance. The graph isomorphism package nauty [169] is an excellent example
of such a software tool; another example is the package Cliquer [184] for solv-
ing clique problems on graphs. More tools of this nature are in constant de-
mand. Also important is the integration of tools with a convenient high-level
programming interface—for example, the GAP system [65]—with low-level
tools for computing isomorphism and solvers for combinatorial optimization
problems. Such integration can be carried out either through external ex-
ecutables invoked by the high-level system, or through integration into the
kernel of the high-level system for improved latency. Not only does such a
tool decrease time required by experimentation, it also arguably reduces the
probability of error in less performance-critical tasks by enabling them to be
carried out in a high-level environment. Examples of successful high-level
tools include the DISCRETA system developed at Universität Bayreuth and
the BDX system [131] developed at Concordia University. Again, further
tools are in demand.
However, it certainly appears that no amount of general-purpose tool en-
gineering can provide the performance gain obtainable by a combinatorial
insight into the structure of the objects of interest. An excellent example is
the celebrated nonexistence result for projective planes of order 10 [135],
which fundamentally relies on a combinatorial analysis of the weight enu-
merator of the code of a putative plane. Developing and applying analogous
structural analysis techniques specific to the objects of interest is arguably the
most rewarding topic of research associated with classification.
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